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ABSTRACT.
AdultleaderS from 14 counties, caded intc matched

Participating-(57) atd control (54) gtcurs,,were surveyed to evaluate
- whether Cooperative Extension Service programs cn 14nd Use planning
in Arkansas resulted in increased knowledge and sore favczatle
attitudes toward guch planning. Participants filled cut attitudinal
-questionnaires before attending ,an educational meeting. After two
months, questionna4resitncluding_attitudiral, factual, and

vs
demographic questions -were sent tc ictb.gicurs. Results did not
substantiate a previous evaluation showing rc knowledge increase bbt_
greater favorabilityIn this study, cc sigzificant meeting effects.
were found. Though tne participating 'group was sore favcratle toward

-county gOvernment control of landitse plaznirg,?ss-f#vcrable toward
Federal respcnsIbility, apd less likely tc think nc government level
Should be in-vblved than the control group, these differences were
shown to have existed evenolefore the seetirg. Cnly cne fmctdal item
was significantly different -- meeting participants were more likely to
know zoning could protect farm land.fros urtan develcrsect. Although
this and the earlier, evaluation found interest about land use
.planming -high; county.lAaders.pteferred dati,on current land use

and actual pliffning processes. Also, iewsletters or some
-'other sedium might be more effective -,than public meetings. (ES)
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t.4 _ Land use plihning and management of natural resources has been a
topic of interest in the United States during the past several years.

.7f"4 Some state's have adopted wide-scale land use plerning to address many
,st, 5 of the problems of conflicting demands. for land use which accompanied a
67.; ; rapid growth in population, technological developments, and the need of

land for increased agricultural ptoduction. .Arkonsas has no state land
u. use plan. There is authority for city andcounty planning, but it `hoe

not oftet been exercised.
f
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croe-- The Arkansas Cooperative ExtensiOt Service has conducted land use

planninvaducational programs for Lkaders during the past few years.

..9=artg The,education of county leaders in the organizational and operational
processes of land use planning is one of the primary objectives.of these
? programs. This objective was implemented by holding informational meet-

. ings in, several, districts of tie state to Which county leaders in the
area were invited. Since, land use planning is relatively. new to,many
people in Arkansse it is important that county leadeis be accurately

(NI informed and'awere of.the issues involved in land use planning. It
is also important that they understand how land,Use planning programs

r.. can be implemented to meet the n6eds J area residents. hese educate
ional'programs, then, have an important role in the dissemination ofreC
information, so that leaders will be effectively and accurately infogmed.Ix\

S-4
An evaluatiOn of a Cooperative Ektension SerVice land use planning

in educational meeting for leaders in one of the districts was.conducted
Ur/ previously (Danforth and Voth, 1977). That design consisted of a parti-.

cipant and a control group. The participant group wastested on their
attitudes and knowledge about land use planning immediately following
the meeting, while the control gfoup was sent a questionnaire, by mail.
Comparisons between. the experimental and control groups found few sig-
nificant differences. The diffrences found were in attitudes and not
in knowledge. The major impact of the meeting seemed to be one of in-
creasing favorability among participants ttmeard lanE use planning in
general, and toward regula41 tion of agricurturaf'land in particular.

Arkansas in recent years has had a rapidly geowkng population,
increased manufacturing development, and an expanding recreational-tourism
industry to compete for.land uses with'the .dominant one of agriculture/
productiOt. This makes the topic of land use planning of increasing
importance to leaders in the state.

x
: '170 Another means of exploring the effect of Cooperative Extension ... ':

VI Service land use planning educational efforts was employed in the analy- .,

0 els of data collected in a 16 county survey of'attitudes toward land use
planning (Jackson, Danforth, Voth, andsliudson, in preparation, 1978).

1.... The percentage of the popqation in the 16 counties who were contacted
by CooperatiVe Extension Service personnel regarding land use planning

. .
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was correlatedViththe mean attitude in the counties tdward several
aspects of landdicse planning, This set cA analyses showed the exteit of

-Cooperative Extension Servide educational effort to EIS positivelyrelatedto favorabiLay toward governmental reguiatipn of land, toward safety and
sanitatiod irgulations,,and toward governmental regulation to protectagricultural land. No relationship of Cooperative Extension Service
educational efftlit to awareness of land use planning in the countieswas found,. however.

e results obtainedfrom these two very different data sources andtype of analysis..are quite similar. Both show no increase of tcnovledgessit-,.)
or awareness of land use planniug associated with Cooperative-Extension '.Service educational efforts. Both do show, however a positive relation-

, ship to attitudes. In each set of analyses higher.favotability towardland use planning or government regulation of land was found, as wasa higher favorability-toward
regulation of agricUltural land.

The implication of these results was discussed in the previous
publication (Danforth-and--Voth, 1977), t was concluded 'that a moreposit6e attitude toward land use 'planning needed to precede'-the ac-

=quisition Ordetailed information about it. The results also- indicated,
however,, that leaders wanted the Cooperative Extension Service to takead active role in land use planning education, and that factual infor-mation about land use planning processes was wanted. That no knowledge
increase occurred as a result of the.program suggested, that the Cooper-
ative tXtension Service should concentrate on this aspect of the programs:

The present evaluation was conducted to further analyzes the impactof the Cooperative Extension Service educational laud use planning pro-
.

gram, and to replicate results of the previous research. This design
is somewhat different from the one, employed previously.. Rather than
random assignment to participant and control groupks, which did not

4. work well in practice (Danforth and Vpth, 1977), two separate but
matched groups were chosen; rather than one testing per group, the
participant group was given both a pre and a post-test; and rather thantesting the participant group)immediacely following the meeting, the
test wps given approximately two months following the meeting.

Based on previous results, one would expect program participation toresult in more favorable attitudes 'reading lana use,planning issues.
Due to 'the nature of the program, one,Ast also hypothesize an increase
in knowledge about aspects of land use planning, even though this result,

Iswas not found previously.

Methodology
r

Design

. The quasi-experimental design provided for one group which would
attend a meeting on lard use planning, and another matched group of
equal size that did not attend. Both groups were selected by county
Cooperative Extension Service agents. The control group Was not sel-
ected until after the program to be evaluated had been conducted,. Atthat time these persons'were selected. to match as, well as possible
those who had attended the programit CharacteristiCs considered for.
matching were community position, political office, occupation, etc.44
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Thus, there was no randgm selectton, nor random assig t to groups.

The grioup attending the meeting was given a questionnaire to be
completed at the beginning of the meeting. A second.questionnaire was
then developed and nailed to both groups after the meeting. Thus, the
deiign provided for a.pre and post-test for the participant group, and

. only one test for the control group. This is a slight variation of thedesigp that Campbell and Stanley (1963.) refer to as the nonequivalent
control group esign.- We decided,to use this design because the control
groitp was s ected after the participant group. This procedure allowed
us to select a"Eontrol group with similar chareCteristics to those of the
participant aup, thus making the groups more comparable.

eSubieCts

3

.

Of the adult* leaders attending the meeting, 57 were included in the
participant category of the research. The only criteria for selection
were that the participant had completed the pre=test questionnaire and

. that a mailing address was available.
.

. ,

The county Cooperative Extension Service agents were then asked to.
review'the list of meeting participants from their.cgunty, and prepare
a second list of county leaders to be used for control purposes. As
stated above, the control group subjects were matched with the partici-
pants on several characteristics. They were selected; when possible,'
in equal numbers from the same county as participants. These counties
include Arkansas, Ashley, Bradley: Calhoun, Chicot, Cleveland, Dallas;
Desha, Drew, Grant, Jefferson, Lincoln, tomoke, and Pulaski.

Materials

. - -

The program.was evaluated by telf administered questionnaires. 1/
The pre-fest questionnaire,was designed t6 assess attitudes toward aspects
of land use planning. The second, or poit-test questionnaire, included
not only this, but also examined knowledge of present Arkansas and use
pblicies, and obtained information about the deriographic characteristics
,of the_partttipens, and the participa nts' evalbation of the 'program.
The cantenteof-the qual.stions.were taken from the Cooperative Extension
Service program rresteri:alsl-land'use planning. materials developed by the
Eltension Committee on Organization and Policy, planning guidelines and
materials prepared i$y ale University of Arkensda Division ofC4immunity
Affairs, ,and from a questionnaire designed by the.staft-of the University
of Arkansas- Department cs5, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology to
assess land use planning attitudes in Arkansas.'

The attitudinal questions. measured-favorability toward land use
planning in general, public versup,Ifivate rights in land use control,
preservation and control of,agt-,icultural,,land, and preservation and
conservatiorrof the enylAntent. The fa8tual items related to Arkansas
land use poliCits,-Inluding.some items which were assuiled-to be. widely
known, snd-othe which were more technical 'in nature.

The pesti

.if Copies
upon request.

ire formatoonsisted of a brief ihstruction page,

of he questionnaires will be supplied.by the authors

.
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11 attitudinal items anawered aa.a five -point Likert scale, 2 attitudinal
questions of the multipre choice type, 7 factual questions-answered as
true-false-don't known-, aAd demographic questions. In addition, for those,
attending,the meeting, ratings of the program were requested. 'Those
not attending the'meeting were asked what types of, information con-cerning land use planning would be of interest to them)

Procedure

- Tice, program to be evalu#ted was.a.weeting
sponsored by the Cooper-

ative Extension Service in conjuncrion with the Univeretty of Arkansas
Department of Agricultural ECOMAiliCS and 4ural Sociology, and the.Division of Community Affairs of the University of Arkansas. The fourhour meeting was held in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, on Hay 31, 1977,.begianing

-"at 4:00 P.M..

tTke first half of meeting `consisted of a discussion. of "Land
Resources Today- -Wha sre the lisFes" by a panel of OniVersity of
Arkansas faculty, fidia.the departments of law and sociology. This wasfoflowed by an open discussion period. _ltd-xt was aslide presentation
of ladd use planning issues which was accompanied by a prepared script.
This was followed by a dinner,

.

.The second half of the meeting consisted of panel presentations.bya group; from Crittenden' County, Arkansas,, on-the development and admin.;istration Al their county-Wide land use planning program.
,

Pre-test
meeting. 'Ins
assured. The
be collected.
that would be

questionnaires were distributed at the teginning.vf the
tructions were read by the modirator and anonymity was
completed questionnaires ?ere then left on the tables to
Participants 'were informed of a follow-up questionnaire

mailed to them after the meeting.

.On July, 2f, 1977, mailing of this questionnaire was begun to both
participants in the meeting and to the control group. To assure a
high response rate from the mailed questioinaire a series of follow-ups
to the initial mailing was conduCted from the University of Arkansas-,using a method developed by-James A. Christenson (1974), When the daily
response rate dropped to less than one percent,,a postcard reminder was`sent for all non-returned questionnaires. When the daily response rate
again dropped to one percent, a second copy of the questionnaire was -.sent. This process was continued through a third registered mailfing ofthe questionnaire. Eighty-nine percent of the leaders attending the
meeting responded to the mailing, while ninety percent of the control
group responded. This data, along with the respective response rate
per county, is presented in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 abbot here

Results

First the control or non-:participant group was compared with the
experimental group (post- test} in attitudes and knowledge about land useplanning. _Responses to 13 attitudinal iteza and 7 factual items were

5
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analyzed. There were a few significant differences. 2/ The partici-pant group was less favorable toward state government responsibility. in*deciding controls for the use of land, more favorable toward -C`dunty
, government respOrsibility, 'endless likely to think we government level Ishould have responsibility (Table 2). On another attitudinal item therewas also a significant difference in opinion; the participant groupOasamore favorable,than the control group toward controlliig populationgrowth in certain areas by limiting tht number .of new houses builtir,by other ieani (Table 3). Responses to .only .one? factual item showa significant difference

between the groups; the experimental groupas more iikely than the contfol group to know that zoning can be utedto protect' agricultural
activities from urban development (Table 4),

Insert Tables 2, 3, and 4 about here

Since each person in the control group had been chosen to matcha perscin'in the experimental
group-, a second set Of analyses was doneusing the matched pairs. 3/ Similar results to the firtt analyses

'.were obtained. `Significant differences were again found in opinions
about which.goverAmental level should have responsibility for decidingcontrols on lana'use. .Ttit participants were more likely than theirmatched controls to favor county government; and less likely to favor stategovernroent or to think no government level should be involved (Table 2).The participants were also more likely to know that zoning can be usedct to protect agricultural activities (Table 4).. The only difference tn.. results between the two sets of analyses was the laZk:of a'sliffbrence
in opinion between the two matched groups on the question of controls
on population 'growth.

e Simple between-group tests had shown no significant differehces in
several characteiistics of the cbntrol'and expe,imental groups, includingsex, land ownershps the use of their land,age, and education. Thus,the two groups, as a whole, seem fairly. comparable. In order to assesshoes comparable the matched persons in the two group.** were, other testswe.ce performed. Correlations of characteristics of the matched persons'were tested, as well as differences ih characteristics of the matched-,persons. Ther-.was a significant correlation only of sex; -and a sig-nificant difference in the use of their land. ;Thus, the,matching procedure,whilie it did obtain a group similar to the participants overall, vasapparehtly-not very effective since pairwise tests are only more efficient-when there are corrtions in the paired values, This suggedts thatthe first set of analyses

preserited, Which did not take the matching intoaccount, is a better test of differences. That'similar attitudinal and..: knowledge differences were found whenusing tests with the matched pairs
- does, however, substantiate the results obtained.

Prom these results it appears that partifipation in the educational

4.

2/ For attitudinal items a t-test for differences, in grO4 mean* was;performed.- FoV fattual items Chi Squaie tests of,significance were per-formed,

3/ All tests of significance were performed using a t-test for,rcatehidvairs.' In these rests, the "don't know" response to facttial items4440' treated as a neutral) or midpoint categlory.,
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meeting resulted in a small amount of attitudinal and knowledge...change.
The mature of this change, however, is highly specific 'in

Another test was condUcted, however,_ to see ifthere were any dif-
ferences in attitudes of the participants before and after the meeting.
Pactnal items hc:cnIA:t been asked .in the pre -test, so responses ,were not
available for ism: _There was a significant difference on two
attitudinal iteme when responses before and after the meeting were
compared. However, these two items were not the same items on which
differencis between the control and participant groups had been found..

. Therefore, these differences could not ..e concluded to be real effects
of meeting participation. This wouldiadicate no program effects. The
result wair,substantiated-when participant.responses to the pre-test
were compared with control group responses. There apparently were

r differences in opinion between the participant and control groups even
'before 'the meeting. The experimental group, before participating in the.
-meeting, was less favorable than controla'toward fediral government
responsibility, more favorable toward county government, and less likel.t..;
Tb15 think no gaverement level should be involved (Table 5). -These are
essentially ate same differences found when the. control group-had be

40 compared to the experimentaligoup after participating-in the meeting.
-The- obvious conclusion, then, is that there are essentially ho_effect
which can besattri td to meeting participation, but tBattloe was
an elemeni,of selec vity as to who attended the meeting. .

Insert Table. 5 about here

*

The lack of a.meeting effect might, be partially-attributable to
the fact that the post,-testgiven to the participant group was not
mailed until approximately two months after the meeting'. In such,a
time span, the-impact of the meeting aright have lessened. Still, that
no differences which could be ,attributed to the meeting were found after.
two months indicates the educational program did not have-any -
lasting effects.

One-other design prohlem might also by considered: The control
group was tested at the same time as the participant post-test, rather
than at the time of the'pre-test. Therefore, the control cgtoup could
have .been in contact With the participant groUp following the megting,
effecting similar attitude changes. While this possibility cannot be
discounted, it seems fairly' unlikely, and it can probably bsifely :
*concluded that there-were no meeting effects. F

The articipants vete asked directly whether they haa'any Change in
attitude as a-result of the meeting. A majority said thithid not.
Thirty-eight percent said they had1 However; when'asked: bout which
topic-their minds had changed,.only nine people who had.6ampleted the
pre-test responded. When parti,cipants answers befaTe and after the
meeting were compared, there was some c angtin,respalse on-8.of the
1? attitudinal items. However, the pa tern of chahgeewas'ilot consistent
from items to item, and there were so ew eases that no conclusions
could be drawn.

-4 .1 ... ...

I Participant's were also asked- which topi051 discussion in the
meeting was most ligxretant to their need's or'iinterests. Twenty - -eight
of the 51 Participants'responded... There wal a. ,ihriety of gnawers,

rk
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taking many of them hard to'categorize. Two general categories, how-
ever, made up the ch6ice of almost half of those responding. The use
and protection of agricultUrel land and natural resources, such as timBer
and wilderness areas, was of most interest to 29 percent; and the level
of governEuent which should be responsible for land use plathing, in-
cluding the role of county. level planning, was of most interest to 18:
percent of respondents.

To further define what most interested the participants about the'
meeting, they were asked what part of the program gave he the most ,

inftirmation. It will be recalled that the meeting had three distingt
'sections: a discussion by university faculty about humanistic aspects
of land use planning issues; a slide presentation of land use planning
issues; and a discussion of the de;:eIopmeat and operation of a functioning
county Olanninskboard. As can be seen in Table 6, a majority felt the
diSCUSSiOrkOf county planning to be most informative, with the faculty
discussian'of land use plAnning issues least infoymative.

4/

Apparently, land use planning is considered an important topic .

among county leaders, since over three-quarters of both the participant
and non- participant groups agrqed it was an importantissue for discus-

, sian in their Counties.
1 7

Since the meeting didmos appear to- produce any significant changes
in attitudes or knowledge concerning land use'plinning, it is of interest _

to examine what type of information is most desired by the leaders, and
in what,forn.- This question as asked of the contra). group. Table 7
show's the percentage interested in various types of informationi and
Table 8 shows the percentage preferring different forms of communicating
the.i4ormation. The largest number wanted information on present land
use laws and policies in Arkansas, with a majority also wanting infor-
mation on land use planning issues. A public meeting, such as that

. -evaluated, wanot a particularly popular form from which to receive
'information. Instead, newsletters were most Preferredi and having
information available at the Cooperative Extension Service office was
the second most popular fora of receiving land.use planning.information.

Insert Tables 6, 7, and 8 about ,here

Sumry and Discussion,

In this evaluation of Cooperative EXiension Service lAnd use
planning educatlonal program, it was hypothesized that program partici-
pation s.-ibujd reAlt in greater favorability toward aspects of land use
planning, in particular toward land use planning as.a process and toUard
government regulation to protect agricultural land. An increase La ksow-
ledge about land use planning pFocesses was also hypothesized as a r e iult
of the meeting. However, no significant meeting effects were found,

4

These results do not substantiate those of a previous evaluation,
where greater favorabili* was found, but no knowledge increase. One
difference in design might partially account for the lack of effect
-found in this evaluation. While the previous eva;ation employed a
post-test for participants immediately following the meeting; in the
present evaluation, participants were not questioned until approximately
two months after the meeting. During such a time intervai, any effects

. .
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of the program might have dissipated. This calls one to question the
significant effects previously found. Since program effects were not

fouid after a time interval of only to months, they are certainly
not 10hg.'ilasting enough to permit one to conclude any real effects
which can be attributed to the meeting.4-Especially noticeable is the
lack of effect on knowledge of participants in any'evaluati,onof Coopar7
ative EltteRsion Service land use planning-educationg progAmiconducted

- in this research project.'

4i*L1
Another qualification that should be talon into consideration iLt

volves the battery of questions which were 'asked to measure attitude and
knowledge change. The limits of respondent patience, particularly when

'self- administered questionnaires are used, preclude the use .of long,

detailed instruments. Consequently, there may be questions which could
have been askid where significant program effects woula\have been regis-
tered, However, we do not snow what those questions would be, the

questions usewere chosen quite-carefully' to represent the popltial
1-

cutting edge of attitudes and knewledge tow rd land'use planning. ,

From these and previous results we conclude that the Cooperative
Extension Service land use planning, educational program has
if any, effects. on its participant leaders' knowledge or attitudes.

Whille,significant efftcts can not' beconcluded, both program
evaluatiOns d a hie' interest among leaders i the topic of land
use planni oth evaluations also found that rmation about present
land use laws and policies was of most inter ehe leadOrs. In
addition, these evaluations found that leaders wanted aamore active'
role for the Cooperative Extension Service in laid use planning educ-
ation than merely having the information available upon rertuesest the
office. Newsletters seemed particularly popular/as a fbri of receiving
information. In both districts the program which was evalualed was _
essentially the same; and.in both cases the part of he program which
presented information on the actual development and operation of county
planning most interested participants. Thus, Leaders do appear to
want information on land use planning from the Cooperative ExtensiOn
Service.

Th -Cooperative Extension Service edUcationaI,program on land use
pl ng does not appear to be effective in giving leaders the infer
Lion which they h4yeexpressed an interest in. This should mai& one
question whether a public meeting is the best means for presenting such
information, or whether another form, such as a newsletter, might be

$ more effective.. Also, one must question the meeting content or form.
While information on land use issues seeNs to be of some interest to
the leaders, they consistenly prefer information on land use planning
operational processes, and on current laid-use polities. Perhaps
future efforts should be changed to include more of this type of infbr-

6

nation. Only if the leadersunderstand how land, use planningy works, and '

how it can be applied to their area, %Ili lapd,use planning education
have any practical-importance. Perhaps some'at;intion should also be
given to the educational process itself to see that the meetings are
more effective. One focus would be ;he systematic mechanisms of rein-
foriement that facilitate the learning process.

.

Two final points need to be made in conclusion. (1) Apparently

a

9
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a

Selective participation plays an important role in the differences
found in. the previous research. Not surprisingly, people who agreewith what will be presented at the meetings--or- what they assume will bepresented a'the neetings--attend and otheis do not. Thus the meetings
change no one's Mind', and really don't influence anyone veryhuch. 'They,
may mer4y'reinforce pre-exis4ng views. (2) Negativg research resultsare by now very numb in evalqation of social and educational programs.to the point that some have despaired of using experimental designs orany approximation of'experimental designs to evaluate programs and.ha;reon to "softer methods. There are many. things that go on in society,
including some within the fieldsof education and adult educat-ion,
which our conventiofial wisdom. regards as eminently useful and effeCtive,but which empirical research evidence does not support, Perhaps the

.recognition of this fact makes another case of negative research results.,
somewhat more tolerable.
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Table 1. Response Rate per County to Mailed Questionnaires
Among the Control and Participant Groups

10

e4

.
Total sample Participant group Control group

Total
County -Contacted

Percent, Total

returned contacted

Percent

returned

dotal Percent

contacted returned

Arkansas 8. 100.0 4 100.0 4
.

100.0 d
Ashley 12 83.3 . 6 83.3 6 .; 833

'r Bradley 8 87.0. 4 '75.0 4 100.0
Calholux 6 83.0 4 75.0 2 100.0
Chicot 6 66.6 66.6 3 66.6

'Cleveland 8 100.0 100.0 3 100.0
, Dallas

5

10 90,0 5 100.0 5 80.0
Desha 6 100. 3 100.0 3 100.0
Drew 10 0 5 ',, 100..6 5 80.0
Grant 8 100.0 4 100.0 100.0
Jefferson 4 6 66.6 3 33.3

.4

3 '.100.0
Lincoln 9 A8.8

41. 75.0 5- 100.0
Lonoke 8 87.0 . 4 100.0 .75.0
Pulaski 100.0 3 100.0 100.0

111 89.0 57 87.7

. %
..

Tabli 2. Tests of Differences Between the Control and-Post-teitt
Participant Groups in Support for Government Levels to,"have

Responsibility in Deciding Contrdts on the Use of Land".

\

Government
level

Percent s9pport Group
comparison

Matched pairs
comparidnn?articipant 'Control

group group t df t df-

State 24' 2.31* 96

k

-2.29* 41
County , 76 40 -3.85** 96 4.58* 41
None 10 25 1.98* 96 -2.21* 41

-

.N of cases -50 48 ,
I ,

* p..05
*. p

11
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'TabfC S. ,Tst of Differendep''Between the Control and
Past -test Participant Groups in Support for "Controls

. on Population growth in Certain Ateas by'LiTt4log ',_

,th, Number of New Houses iluiik or by Other - Means" -
1 / . ,.

s'.

s,.
----'

14

- $

fercent4$ distribution of responses, !, . : Gro4P
. Strongly P!. , Strongly comparison

'Agee. Group. /- altree Wee eutral Disagree disagree N Mean-a/ :t. df_
. 1

,Control 8.3 29.2- 0.8 18.8 22.9 48 2.8 ,-2.01* 11.526
... :Participant 6.3: 52.1 18.8 12.5 10.4 48..3.3

.

* p <.05 $
/

.-
'

of Means- tare based on a r/eekonse_scaie where 1=srongly disagree and
.,

'hstrOigly agree. ,

- ..* *4
, r.I .

, )7, 4 ,

Table 4. Tests of Differences_Between-he Control and Post -test
. Participant Group's in the Knowledge that "Zoning can be.
used-to Protect Agriciatukal Activjties from Urban Development"

. Group

Percentage divribution, Croup MatChe4 pairs
of responses' comparison comparison

True False Don't-know N Chi Square df .Mean a/ t!'-''t df
..-. ,

taptrol 58.7 19.6 21.7 . 46 7.77 2 .41 2.73** 40
Participant 84.0 '6.0 5.2 50 . .78

* p< .05 , 11,
:

**p< .01
a/ Means- are bases on a response scale where 1=true, 0=don't know,

and -I=false. .11
.

Table 5.
. .

Test of Differences Between the Control. andyre-test
Pactie.pantItoups in Suppdrt for Government Lelels tb ':have-.

Respoisibi ity in Deciding Controls on the Use of Land"
..--

$ . .

. ,
. ,

.Percent support , Group
Go'vernment Control Participadt - comparison '$

' level
.

.

group grbto .
/

t % -df ''.--.-""..'''',
i

,

Fedral . '2 8 1.94* 85
County 40 , 79 -4:04** .85.
None : r'' t 25 '8 ,,- '2.16*- 85'

. 1. .

N of cases 48: 39

* P 05
**, p'< .001

1

i
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Table 6. Percentage of the Participant Group
Freferfing Different Sections of the Meeting

Meeting section
.. I-

Faculpy discussion__
Slide presentation
County planning experiences

0
N of cases

Percentage distribution of repponses

f

v.

17

30

. 52

46

Ow

Table 7.: Percentages of the Control Group Expressing
Interest in Different Types of Ladd,UseTlannins Information

Information, type Perciatsge

//
Present land use laws -and policies in Arkansas

. 83
44, Land use planning issues . = 70

Where% to obtain specialized information and help
with land use pinning ..) 49

Present land use laws and policies in other sixes 34

N of cases 47

Table 8. Percentages of the Control Group Expressing
4nterest.in Different Forms of Land Use Planning Information

InlIformation form

Newsletter
Information upon request et office
public meeting
Television ptograms

A

N of cases.

Percentage

67
56

38
18

45

a
r

. '13


